T1 weighted fat/water separated PROPELLER acquired with dual bandwidths.
To describe a fat/water separated dual receiver bandwidth (rBW) spin echo PROPELLER sequence that eliminates the dead time associated with single rBW sequences. A nonuniform noise whitening by regularization of the fat/water inverse problem is proposed, to enable dual rBW reconstructions. Bipolar, flyback, and dual spin echo sequences were developed. All sequences acquire two echoes with different rBW without dead time. Chemical shift displacement was corrected by performing the fat/water separation in k-space, prior to gridding. The proposed sequences were compared to fat saturation, and single rBW sequences, in terms of SNR and CNR efficiency, using clinically relevant acquisition parameters. The impact of motion was investigated. Chemical shift correction greatly improved the image quality, especially at high resolution acquired with low rBW, and also improved motion estimates. SNR efficiency of the dual spin echo sequence was up to 20% higher than the single rBW acquisition, while CNR efficiency was 50% higher for the bipolar acquisition. Noise whitening was deemed necessary for all dual rBW acquisitions, rendering high image quality with strong and homogenous fat suppression. Dual rBW sequences eliminate the dead time present in single rBW sequences, which improves SNR efficiency. In combination with the proposed regularization, this enables highly efficient T1-weighted PROPELLER images without chemical shift displacement.